
Revitalising Retail
The New Rules for Success
How the high street occupancy model is set to change
and why agile, adaptive spaces will be the future
drivers of consumer footfall and community growth.
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Profound changes in lifestyles
and consumer behaviour will
change the face of retailing

forever.

As COVID-19 continues to
have a huge impact on

the sector, unsurprisingly
it’s the non-essential

businesses – having had
to negotiate crippling
bouts of government

imposed inactivity – that
have fared the worst.



According to recent figures from the Office of National Statistics,
internet sales, as a percentage of total UK retail sales, rocketed from

19.1% in February 2020, to 36.2% in November of the same year.

Unfortunately this accelerated appetite for e-commerce has, in huge
part, had a devastating effect on some of the biggest names on the high

street.

As a result 2020/21 has witnessed the permanent shuttering of some of
the world’s most famous and best loved stores.
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https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi
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And with the vast majority of people including
those showing previous reluctance – whether
lacking in digital dexterity, or simply preferring
the personal touch – now resigned to making
more online purchases, businesses without
any online presence and/or delivery channel
face some tough challenges in the medium to

long term.
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In the current climate of uncer-
tainty, many brands and retailers
are no longer questioning when
they’ll be able to open again, but
increasingly, how.

But what does this all mean for
the future of the traditional high
street? And equally importantly,
how will it impact on landlords,
retailers and our local communit-
ies?
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At the absolute core of the problem, according to Mark Robinson
(Chair, High Street Task Force) is a failure to realise the world was
changing twenty years ago’ which has left the industry ill-prepared
for the pressures exerted on it in a pandemic-accelerated existence.

“The post war consensus that
the success of our places was
only judged in terms of retail; a
High Street anchored by a Debs
was better than one with a
Woolies, and all places of merit
aspired to have a John Lewis!
The spread of this retail
monoculture, to the exclusion of
traditional town centre uses,
was perhaps understandable,
given that retail property
offered investors long term,
seemingly always increasing
rental incomes and growing,
often debt fuelled, consumerism
justified occupier’s expansion
plans.”

https://www.highstreetstaskforce.org.uk/
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The closure of stalwarts, Debenhams and Topshop in early 2021
further exposes the beleaguered business model of large,
multiple stores with high rental costs, business rates and service
charges as unviable. And in turn, fires up the existential debate
on; what the purpose of the high street actually is?

New trends are starting to emerge which will redefine the retail
industry as we know it, and with it comes huge opportunity for
innovation.



For those able to change and
adapt, physical retail will

experience a rebirth…
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In recent years there’s been an increasing number of
brands focused on creating more considered store

formats as a strategy for future growth. Smaller,
community-led stores can provide specific needs to a
local market, these may include a narrower product

selection, sometimes dialing in on a particular localised
point-of-difference.

Community stores may focus on learning, empowering
or serving the local needs of the community. When done
well, they should be more intimate, more engaging and
more purposeful, facilitating local workshops, events

and providing the opportunity to respond to social
causes. These actions help to elevate the brand
beyond a retail store to create deeper levels of

trust and intimacy with consumers.

GoingLocalGoing Local
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In November 2020 Nike revealed its latest retail format designed
to reflect the heart and spirit of the community surrounding
each store location. ‘Nike Unite’ aims to ‘help locals connect
more closely with sport’ by delivering ‘new in-and-out-of-store
experiences.

Joining the existing Nike House of Innovation, Nike Rise, and
Nike Live concepts, Unite has opened at five initial locations
worldwide. Each retail presence includes an in-store community
wall shining a light on the store team and local partnerships,
while design elements in the store help tell a local community
story. The products available at each door have also been
cleverly curated to best reflect the interests of local residents.

Having spent most of its 75-year+ existence operating
huge destination-stores, Ikea is rapidly moving from
its one-size-fits-all strategy to a multi-tiered network
of stores that include in-store urban locations and
even neighborhood shops specializing in design
services or as places to pick up online orders.

This dramatic change is just part of Ikea’s stepped up
efforts to increase its business at the same time
fostering sustainability and eco-friendly initiatives.
Early in 2020 it also announced plans to open its first
‘micro’ store in Hammersmith, London in direct
response to changing consumer habits .

GoingLocalGoing Local
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DarkStoresDark Stores

Dark stores are traditional retail
stores that have been converted to
local fulfillment centers. They can
come in a variety of forms, from
grocery stores and fashion brands,
to restaurants and consumer goods
retailers.

As lockdown restrictions and social
distancing limit the number of
customers inside physical stores,
some brands forced to close their
doors to customers altogether are
turning those locations into dark
stores to fulfill local delivery and
pickup orders only.

Accelerated in 2020, dark stores can
transform abandoned high streets to
reflect current and future shopping
habits, rather than wiping them out.
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When the first lockdown hit, Lush's flagship Oxford wondered
what to do about all the beautiful, fresh product in-store. A
rush of online orders flooded the website the moment physical
shops closed, but demand was so heavy that the site had to
be taken offline temporarily.

Lush Local was created, and subsequently rolled out across
45 stores in the UK. By creating a pop-up e-commerce centre,
Lush transformed its High Street stores into "dark stores" - re-
tail outlets that cater exclusively for online shopping. Pay-
ments were taken through the customer service team and
packed onsite.

You won’t find any
customers at the new
Woodland Hills, CA Amazon
grocery. Instead, Prime Now
shoppers in full protective
gear roam the aisles
picking groceries for online
pickup and delivery orders.

Amazon was planning to
launch its branded 33,000
sqft store in February, but
as Covid-19 lockdowns
ensued, it quickly pivoted
towards reducing strain
from neighboring Whole
Foods stores by stocking
the most popular delivery
and pickup items. Deliveries
are brought straight to the
customer while pickup

totes are shuttled to the individual curbside retail locations.
Distribution centers replenish the dark
store, just like a normal grocery store.

DarkStoresDark Stores
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According to KPMG, we now have 30 percent too much retail
capacity in the UK. And increasingly it seems that only stores
that can innovate – alongside newer offerings that reflect our
changed shopping and living priorities will survive.

Repurposed interests may include healthcare hubs,
experience-based stores that act more like showrooms for
products, and even public living space – right now on Oxford
Street, London, the number of homes being built now
outnumber the shops – there are currently nine new residential
schemes in construction.

Vidhya Alakeson (High Streets Taskforce) says that as retail
space is given up when stores like Debenhams fail, large
department store buildings need to be repurposed to fit a new
type of shopping experience. ‘Retail on that scale is not going
to return to the high street, instead these buildings could offer
flexible, multi-use spaces that can act as a destination on the
high street, bringing more people to the local area and
encouraging activity in other high street businesses. These
multi-use spaces should offer a mix of retail, housing, shared
workspace and community services.’

RetailRepurposedRetail Repurposed

https://home.kpmg/uk/en/home.html


In July 2020, after confirming eight John Lewis stores would not
reopen after lockdown, CEO Sharon White announced a major
strategic review for the business. While focus remains on improving
the renown JLP shopping experience, the most revealing part of the
review was a discussion on services they might expand into. These
included:

Rented housing: White is exploring repurposing some JLP stores as
rented affordable housing, putting them to ‘good social use’.

More financial services: Already offering credit card and insurance
products, JLP now aims to expand these services ‘significantly’.

Rental and resale: A plan to rent out John Lewis products and sell
second-hand goods within these spaces is on the cards.

What’s next for Next? In May 2020 Next announced that it had secured a deal to
transform five former Debenhams beauty departments into its own new beauty hall
concept ‘The Beauty Hall from Next’. Despite a decline in retail trade during H1 of
last year, the retailer agreed a deal with landlord Hammerson for the new sites.

David Atkins, Hammerson’s chief executive, said: “This is a really challenging time
for all of us, so it’s really encouraging to see strong, innovative brands like Next
work with us to plan for the future. This is another example of how we are re-
purposing department store space and improving the shopping experience for
consumers.” The first two concept stores opened at Intu Milton Keynes and Watford
in Oct 2020.
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RetailRepurposedRetail Repurposed



Remember pop-up retail?
2018 was officially de-
clared the year of the
pop-up, when just about
everyone in retail was ex-
perimenting with a pop-
up concept of their own.
But as often the case,
things that are suddenly
everywhere have a tend-
ency to slow, as did the
pop-up phenomenon.

Until 2020 that is. According to reports, pop-ups are
poised to make a big comeback. As commercial land-
lords continue to face increasing pressure into 2021, the
pop-up model provides an occupancy solution, albeit
for a shorter term than the typical retail lease.
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Pop-up Retail Pop-upRetail

https://www.fool.com/millionacres/real-estate-investing/articles/can-pop-ups-save-retail/


Retail is in a whole different place than it was 12 months ago, but
if anyone can get some brick and mortar buzz, it's Gucci. The
brand's capsule collection with The North Face was on wish lists
even before it debuted to a diverse group of creatives, superfans,
and passersby hoping to get a glimpse of the immersive
experience inside the brand's Williamsburg, Brooklyn pop-up.

When initial word
about the impending
release of The North
Face x Gucci capsule
collection first dropped
fans (of both brands)
were reeling. With the
luxury house's campy
aesthetic and the
outdoor apparel
brand's knack for
practicality, it's one of
those partnerships one
can't believe didn't
happen sooner.

An interesting
experiment from

Instagram provided
the first example of a

bricks-and-mortar
shop dedicated to

eight digitally native
brands that owe their

success to the
renowned social

network. The pop-up
shop, which was

opened in Selfridges
department store,

housed a selection of
clothes, accessories,
beauty products and

homeware items
produced by the

eight chosen brands.

Just another example of how the online and offline markets are
not two separate worlds, but instead a single large community
that can take advantage of the potential of both platforms to

increase sales opportunities.
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Pop-up Retail Pop-upRetail
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Permanently shuttered storefronts, depleted
footfall and an increase in WFH, remind us on
a daily basis that the world has shifted to new

ways of working — and shopping. This
represents a short and longer-term challenge

for retailers and landlords.

The traditional approach to physical retail is
proving outdated and for most, a grossly

inefficient way of delivering goods and
services to market. As a result, and

for most, the barriers to occupying
physical retail space on our high

streets are too many and too
high.

Urban planners and
commercial landlords are now

looking beyond quick return
on investment and working

with business partners that can
help create a richer, more

diverse retail and cultural
offering that’s sustainable and

more equitable for both landlords
and occupants alike.

Agile & Adaptive Retail Agile&AdpativeRetail
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Agile & Adaptive Retail Agile&AdpativeRetail

Imagine a super-agile, digitally enabled
space that by morning held senior-citizen
Pilates classes, transformed into a high en-
ergy retail hub for an upcoming, local fash-
ion designer during peak hours, before
hosting a private and intimate book launch
later into the evening. Now you don’t have
to!

By maximising the utility of retail units and
activating spaces for DTC and digitally nat-
ive brands, retailers, artists and artisans, we
bring versatility, agility and renewed interest
back to the high street, while empowering
anyone with flexible access and a means to
meet ever-changing customer demands.

Unlike typical pop-up solutions, Sook
provides occupants with high-tech digital
canvas allowing them to simply, but effect-
ively create their own space. With the ability
to book for as little as an hour, we’re provid-
ing tangible benefits to landlords, brands
and businesses in the local community.
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For landlords

Footfall on UK high streets fell 49.5% in 2020 due to
the forced closure of non-essential retail, and many
of us WFH. Meanwhile, as pureplays snatch major
brands out of physical existence and once high
street favorites like Cath Kidston, TM Lewin, Karen
Millen and Coast dumped stores to re-emerge as
pureplays, the question being asked is whether we
need shops at all.

In the short term, the permanent closure of many of
these stores will continue to hit our city centres
hard. And with many retail landlords being reported
to be receiving around half the usual rent (in some
cases even less) from tenants, they are having to be
more flexible and creative around the management
of these assets.

What it means Whatitmeans

https://www.aol.co.uk/news/2020/09/29/retail-rent-arrears-a-to-exceed-a-2bna-as-landlords-predict-l/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmluZy5jb20v&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAKILiFHjf_GJRfjUMOVhPEB210X9OvKARVb7sjG6MqJcnsdzIeMbq_QHNHlXuKwEmgGhd02aamfEQPknMME_JpfYyeihHTQ6Ze3oG1Xf9ffM9Fh--xZ3H8cgpBaA1azV6Ox3f7hS0Yl0qlBHRlHsXhYdm7EQXWoYfMbmgEAOwh6b
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For tenants

Conversely, occupiers of retail space must continue to
adapt to meet customers how and where they shop now,
and again 2 months from now, repeatedly demonstrating
new purpose and consumer appeal, while setting a new
bar for what retail looks like in 2021 and beyond.

Easier and more flexible access will provide smaller
traders with the opportunity to thrive - if they can get
their offering to the community correct. Adaptability, dis-
tinctiveness and agility will become increasingly import-
ant, however understanding the needs of local people
and responding to the wider social and economic needs
of the community will also be key.

Businesses of all shapes and sizes will have to modify
their approach not only to keep pace with digitalization
of the customer journey, but also the emerging model of
agile and adaptive retail occupancy.
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For the consumers

Whilst the requirement for key anchor tenants to
draw the crowds back onto our high streets and
shopping centres will always exist, COVID-19 has
both demonstrated and accelerated shifting con-
sumer behaviour, painting a pretty bleak picture for
traditional high street retailers.

For physical retail to be truly reborn, consumers will
expect to experience the best of what it has to offer
- discovery, tactility and excitement; engaging with
another human without layers of protection
between them.

To enable this we need to make community owner-
ship and access easier, facilitated by more equitable
business models that genuinely empower com-
munities to fulfil the needs and drive the future des-
tiny of their high streets.
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By eliminating the barriers to access, we create
adaptive spaces that are agile, more meaningful
and more responsive to customer needs. Our
digitally enhanced fitout transforms the utility
and value of empty shops providing flexible and
affordable occupancy for everyone.

Interested in exploring how we may be able to
help you? Click one of the buttons below to book
a call or learn more.

Sook Delivers digitally-led,
adaptive retail excellence

Discover MoreLet’s talk
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https://hubs.li/H0H78sb0
https://hubs.li/H0H79r70
https://sook.space
https://hubs.li/H0H78sb0
https://sook.space
https://hubs.li/H0H79r70

